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ŠKODA Velotour on new roads in the Taunus 
 
The ŠKODA Velotour remains true to its recipe for success in the 22nd edition. With three 
routes on offer, all racing bike enthusiasts will find the perfect holiday course. Whether 
individual start, family lap or company team, the cycling classic on 1 May is guaranteed to be 
an experience once again. 3,500 starting places have already been allocated. Those who are 
not yet there can register in the next four weeks at www.skoda-velotour.de at the low early 
bird rate. At the beginning of January, the fees will increase. 
 
ŠKODA Velotour Taunus Classic is the name of the most popular route on 1 May. Next year, it will once 
again exceed the magic 100-kilometre distance and become a true classic for amateur athletes. The 103-
kilometre route starts in Eschborn and follows the route of the elite race with its Taunus climbs.  
 
With only slight adjustments to the route, the ambitious character will be maintained in 2023. New is the 
approach from Schlossborn via Eppstein to Kelkheim and the second, albeit short, cobblestone sector in 
Eppstein. The climb to the Feldberg, including the classifications for the Tissot Bergkönig and the Tissot 
Bergkönigin, as well as the unique atmosphere at the Mammolshainer Stich characterise the long distance. 
Those who are not yet up to the challenge in Mammolshain can turn off beforehand and opt for the ŠKODA 
Velotour Taunus Express variant with 92 race kilometres. 
 
Skyline course perfect for the first time participating and for corporate teams 
As for the third route variant, 40 flat kilometres lead from the start in Eschborn to the city of Frankfurt and 
back again. This makes the ŠKODA Velotour Skyline particularly suitable for the cycling classic debut and 
is even open to e-Bike fans who want to experience a lap on closed roads without timekeeping. 
 
The Skyline round is also ideal for company teams where the shared experience is more important than 
the result. Hardly any metres in altitude and lots of applause are the perfect ingredients for team building 
that welds people together. Company sports groups, sport divisions and companies can find individual 
offers for 1 May at firmenteams.eschborn-frankfurt.de. 
 
Register quickly at the early bird price 
The lowest rate for all starting places is still valid until 8 January. In time for the holidays, this makes the 
Radklassiker starting place the ideal gift for yourself and others. Participation can be booked for as little 
as 45€ at www.skoda-velotour.de. 


